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• Some background information
Main Result

- The Butler did it!
- He had an accomplice
Outline

• The scene
• The characters
• The motives
• The reconstruction
• The clue
• The arrest
• Conclusion
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The Scene

Start with as many slides as you need for describing the first section.
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Outline

• The scene

• The characters
  • The Butler
  • The Maid
  • The dog

• The motives

• The reconstruction
continue...

- Progress through the material.
- Put information easy to understand first
- Slowly move on to more sophisticated information.
- It’s ok to lose all but a few people at the very end.
Results

- The Butler did it. But he was not alone
- The accomplice was the Maid
- The arm was a butcher knife
- They wanted to steal the gold cross
Conclusion

• The Butler and the Maid did it. For love. They used a butcher knife
• They were caught
• Crime does not pay
• New investigative tools created to solve the murder